
Pro-Line Sprint
The requirements concerning energy efficiency are 

becoming of increasing importance in the customer’s 
decision-making process. To respond to the growing 

demand from the market, we are continually 
expanding our product range. In addition to the 
successful S80 and A80, we are now proud to 

introduce the S40 and A40 SPRINT.
The SPRINT is specifically designed as a fast 

overhead door. Reducing the time the door is open 
makes it possible to achieve major energy savings.

The SPRINT is perfectly suited for installation 
in outside walls.
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The SPRINT IS SuPPlIed IN Two veRSIoNS, The S40 aNd a40 SPRINT

S40 SPRINT
This version is built from steel sandwich panels in standard RAL 9002.
The panels are 366 mm high and are EMMBOSSED on the outside 
WITHOUT lining. The inside is SMOOTH and is lined.
The panels can be supplied painted in a RAL colour at a surcharge. 

a40 SPRINT 
This version is built from anodised aluminium sections.
The sections are a maximum 370 mm high. 
Various fillings are possible.
The sections can be supplied coated in a RAL colour at a surcharge.
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of couRSe, The S40 aNd a40 PaNelS caN be combINed

Click the “price list” link to download the corresponding price list. If you have any questions and/or require more information, 
please do not hesitate to contact your account manager at ConDoor. We will be pleased to assist you.
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SPRINT CHARACTERISTICS
The opening speed of the SPRINT is up to five times 

faster than a standard electrically operated overhead 
door. To ensure that at these speeds the SPRINT 

can be used safely and reliably, we have implemented 
various changes.

The TyPIcal chaRacTeRISTIcS of The S40 aNd a40 SPRINT aRe:

* Opening speed 1000 mm per second
* Section height of a maximum 370 mm ensuring the SPRINT   
 negotiates the bend with very little resistance 
* Double tandem rollers for stability and a long life
* Always fitted with a solid 1 ¼” shaft
* High-quality bearings
* SPECIAL tube support system for maximum stability
* Springs standard 50,000 cycles
* Frequency-controlled drive with soft start and soft stop
* Specially amended control unit
* Light curtain for optimum safety
* Available with three guide systems:
      Normal system
      High lift
      Vertical lift

aPPlIcaTIoN:

The SPRINT has been specifically developed for installation in outside 
walls to replace the combination overhead door / high-speed doors
Because the SPRINT is available with various guide systems, its 
installation is comparable to that of a standard overhead door.

PRIce lIST) aNd addITIoNal INfoRmaTIoN:

Here is the GROSS price list for the S40 SPRINT and the A40 SPRINT.
The price list includes the drive and the safety features.
At www.condoorsales.com you can calculate the price online.
You can download the installation manual from www.condoor.com.
Please contact your account manager if you have any questions or require additional information.
We will send the neutral brochure as soon as possible.

Click the “price list” link to download the corresponding price list. If you have any questions and/or require more information, 
please do not hesitate to contact your account manager at ConDoor. We will be pleased to assist you.


